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Collaborative Design and Learning: Competence Building for Innovation (International Series on Technology Policy and Innovation)Praeger Publishers, 2004

	In today's knowledge-driven economy, the ability to share insight and know-how is essential for driving innovation and growth. In this groundbreaking volume, scholars from around the world demonstrate how communication and information technologies are enabling dynamic project design and management practices that challenge traditional...


		

Calculus (Stewart's Calculus Series)Brooks Cole, 2007

	Success in your calculus course starts here! James Stewart's CALCULUS texts are world-wide best-sellers for a reason: they are clear, accurate, and filled with relevant, real-world examples. With CALCULUS, Sixth Edition, Stewart conveys not only the utility of calculus to help you develop technical competence, but also gives you an...


		

Fundamental Nursing SkillsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Providing forward-thinking approaches and ideas for nurses of all categories, this reference has been written primarily in response to increasing concerns regarding the perceived lack of ability in both students and newly qualified nurses to perform clinical skills.


	By outlining the elements of essential nursing procedure in a...






		

Advanced Linux NetworkingAddison Wesley, 2002
With an increasing number of networks and mission-critical applications running on Linux, system and network administrators must be able to do more than set up a server and rely on its default configuration. Advanced Linux Networking is designed to help you achieve a higher level of competence. It focuses on powerful...


		

Mathematical Models of Spoken LanguageJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Humans use language to convey meaningful messages to each other. Linguistic competence consists in the ability to express meaning reliably, not simply to obtain faithful lexical transcriptions. This invaluable reference tool is the product of many years' experience and research on language and speech technology. It presents the motivations for,...

		

Embedded Linux Projects Using Yocto Project CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 70 hands-on recipes for professional embedded Linux developers to optimize and boost their Yocto know-how


	About This Book

	
		Explore best practices for all embedded product development stages
	
		Use what is quickly becoming the standard embedded Linux product builder framework, the Yocto...







		

Principles of Operative DentistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	Dental students are faced with an array of operative procedures; understanding and the development of competence in their use is demanding. This text aims to detail and justify the basic principles involved in operative procedures with the intention of reinforcing understanding and improving clinical skills. Direct and indirect restorations...


		

Project managementAcademica, 2009


	Project management is a rapidly growing focus discipline

	within most businesses and organizations, binding the opti-

	mal way of operating and managing projects is a continuous

	challenge. It might involve fine-tuning work methods, clarifying

	roles and simplifying project reporting, or visualizing progress

	through the...

		

Mastering Oracle SQL and SQL*PlusApress, 2004
SQL is the ANSI-standard language for accessing and manipulating relational databases. Anyone (programmers, administrators, or designers) who work with a relational databases need to understand the SQL language. While most books on the market do not properly cover the basics, this book differs: it explains fundamentals in detail, supported by...






		

Corporate Sigma: Optimizing the Health of Your Company with Systems ThinkingProductivity Press, 2009

	One study after the next shows that most employees are unhappy with their jobs and that less than a third actively engage with their work. That means that two out of every three are merely putting in their time, rather than maximizing productivity and attaining satisfaction. One could argue that such a malaise is the symptom of an unhealthy...


		

IBM Certification Study Guide AIX Installation and System RecoveryIBM Press, 2001
The AIX and RS/6000 Certifications, offered through the Professional Certification Program from IBM, are designed to validate the skills required of technical professionals who work in the powerful, and often complex, environments of the AIX operating system and RS/6000 and pSeries servers. A complete set of professional certifications are...

		

IBM Certification Study Guide Aix CommunicationsIBM Press, 2000
The AIX and RS/6000 certifications offered through the Professional Certification Program from IBM are designed to validate the skills required of technical professionals who work in the powerful, and often complex, environments of AIX and RS/6000. A complete set of professional certifications are available. They include:

	IBM...
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